IHME shares the raw input data, intermediate data, and results data (or estimates) from the Global Burden of Disease Study, except for cases when copyright or data use agreements prevent us from sharing. These are shared through IHME’s visualization tools, our GBD Results Tool, our Global Health Data Exchange (GHDx), in peer-reviewed papers, and in published reports. Before being used in the GBD, raw input data undergo various preparation processes, such as age- and sex-splitting or redistribution of codes to correct for errors and biases. The resulting intermediate (or model input) data points are shared, where legally permissible, through IHME visualization tools. All data points in the visualization tools are linked to the metadata for the input data source in the Global Health Data Exchange (GHDx), where legally permissible.

Results data, code, information on input data, and more information from the Global Burden of Disease Study 2016 (GBD 2016) can be accessed at http://ghdx.healthdata.org/gbd-2016.